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ENTER THE ERA  
OF BEAUTY 3.0…

Discover the latest technological innovation patented by IEVA 

Subscription 

Personalized and measurable Beauty at home 
through an entirely digital experience  

combining expertise and Artificial Intelligence

IEVA takes a new step in the field of smart beauty and irreversibly shakes all standards up to 

revolutionize cosmetics: every month, it is now possible to live your personalized and measurable 

beauty at home, just by opening the IEVA Mobile Application…

 

IEVA technology is based on the “made-to-measure” concept,  

that is to say, personalization, and measurements. Because each  

skin is unique, because the environment that affects it is also 

unique, and because every lifestyle is different, IEVA succeeds in 

personalizing each person’s beauty. 

MonMoiBeauté offers a personalized Beauty Routine, generated  

by a new cutaneous and capillary diagnosis, previously unseen  

in the world of cosmetology, which uses the most efficient 

Artificial Intelligence algorithms and IEVA proprietary 

dermatological patches.  

MonMoiBeauté is a fully personalized beauty subscription, in line 

with one’s needs, desires, and environmental data. It is associated 

with the engineering of sensors integrated into Twin.C, the smart 

piece of jewelry by IEVA, to generate a high-precision environmental 

diagnosis.

Every month, among thousands of possible combinations 

of natural, technical, premium, and personalized cosmetic 

treatments, IEVA’s patented technology recommends those 

perfectly suited to one’s lifestyle while leaving everyone free  

to choose the products that will build their beauty routine.

MonMoiBeauté by IEVA is an ultra-personalized service  

that offers all types of care products and treatments needed 

to build a complete Beauty Routine, in a single box, at home, 

every month, and without commitment.  

 

MonMoiBeauté is a new way of living your beauty and 

spending wisely, a new beauty experience, which is entirely 

personalized on who you are and what surrounds you, for more 

efficacy and more savings.

    MonMoiBeauté by IEVA,  

    is a skin and hair diagnosis that boasts a high level of precision,  

    thanks to Artificial Intelligence, combined with IEVA’s dermatological  

    patches, for an accurate definition of your skin and hair needs.

 

 

    MonMoiBeauté by IEVA,  

    comprises full-size cosmetic and hair care products  

    that are adapted to your needs and your environment,  

    that are with bespoke formulas and which you will  

    receive at home every month.

    MonMoiBeauté by IEVA,  

    consists of technical, natural, clean, premium,  

    and custom-made French partner cosmetic brands: 

    IOMA, Elénature, Made with Care, etc.

    MonMoiBeauté by IEVA,  

    means giving daily tips and recommendations,  

    which are fully personalized depending on each  

    person’s needs and environment, and available  

    on the IEVA Application.  

 

 

    MonMoiBeauté by IEVA,  

    is a personalized content service that includes cooking  

    recipes created by renowned chefs and thematic articles  

    written in collaboration with major experts, for enhanced beauty. 

    MonMoiBeauté by IEVA,  

    includes 3 subscription options for all beauties,  

    all lifestyles, and all budgets.

“In the world of beauty, the difference can be summed up in one word: 

personalization. Personalization is a dominant trend in today’s beauty 

market. Having initiated this trend, it was obvious to go even further…

Innovation at IEVA is an attitude, and today we are succeeding 

in deploying our real essence: a more complex, complete, unique 

personalization. MonMoiBeauté by IEVA is a new way of living beauty: 

it is personalization as freedom, it is personalization as a fondation  

of efficacy. 

MonMoiBeauté is the most innovative, creative, and essential beauty 

subscription nowadays…”, declares Jean Michel Karam, Founder  

& Chairman of IEVA.

MonMoiBeauté is available on www.ieva.io.
 

*MonMoiBeauté Unique : 89,90€/month 
MonMoiBeauté Expert : 69,90€/month

MonMoiBeauté Essentiel : 37,90€/month
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Live the IEVA experience! 

Download the free update of the IEVA application at

Take care of you, 
Contribute to the future of the Planet, 

Join the lEVA movement.  

http://www.ieva.io
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=io.ieva.cc
https://itunes.apple.com/fr/app/ieva/id1432581393?mt=8

